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Abstract 
Government has a major role to play in the sculptural awareness in Rivers 
State. Awareness of sculpture depends on how people of Rivers State 
perceive and note the importance of sculptural piece.  This paper examines 
sculpture awareness in Rivers State and its importance. One of which 
suggested that Rivers Ministry of Information and Culture should 
endeavour to embark on serious enlightenment programmes to create 
sculptural awareness in the State. 
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Introduction 
Art cannot be limited to only a single rigid and straitjacket definition.  This is because it 
has no limits, as it is an offshoot of an in-depeth mental development and all embracing 
too. According to Ganagna, (2014) its trend of development is rather imaginative as the 
process taps the facilities of human intelligence and creativity in high aesthetic perception. 
Accordingly therefore, Talabi (2000) has it that; Art is the creation or production of ideas, 
thought and imagination into visual and practical reality from shambles and chaos.  This 
involves creation of a specific order, rhythm, balance and proportion. He further state that 
art as generally known is talent, which involves, exploration, invention, discovery of the 
visual world and creativity from the real and beyond the real. 
The desire to achieve the above, Wangboje (2008) stated that man shall also pursue those 
aspects of education which minister to his spiritual and emotional life in order to create a 
much – needed balance in his education and general well-being.  This is where art plays 
an important part. 
 
Art simply means self expression through visual and performing arts.  For a work to be 
considered as an art work, it must be man-made as contrasted to natural phenomena and 
objects.  Art is an outpouring of imagination and creativity.  Art is a universal language 
spoken by every tribe and culture. 
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As man developed, he intuitively dabbled into some more suitable, comfortable and 
durable materials from his environment (Omuaru, 2002). 
 
Sculpture is a three – dimensional art. Sculpture, the concern is with the three-dimensional 
aspects of visual representation.  It is the art of creating forms through a building – up 
process – modeling or cutting down process – carving.  The building-up process-modeling 
is additive while the cutting down process-carving is subtractive. 
 
The additive or modeling process of sculpture makes the creation of more detailed form in 
sculpture easier and possible than the carving or subtractive process.  This is so because 
the materials used for the modeling process are pliant and could be handled and 
manipulated freely. The materials used for carving or subtractive process are rigid and 
cannot be handled and manipulated as freely as the pliant materials. 
There is also another form of sculpture – construction, which is a building up process.  It 
involves putting together pieces of materials by welding, gluing or joining by 
tying.  Discussed objects are frequently used for this type of sculpture. 
 
Sculpture can either be in the round; that is, it is meant to be viewed from all sides.  Usually 
sculpture in the round stands by itself, and is referred to as free-standing sculpture. 
Sculpture can also be relief.  There are two types of relief sculpture; low relief also referred 
to as Bas-relief and high relief is known also as haut relief. 
 
Relief sculpture is made to be viewed from one side only that is from the front side unlike 
sculpture in the round modeled to be viewed from all sides.  The difference between low 
relief and high relief sculptures is just that the name indicate.  The relief is slightly raised 
above the background. 
 
In high relief, the relief is quite high above the background and some works may project 
from the background to almost round proportions. 
 
Sculpture has over the centuries been used as a medium of propagating the feelings, hope 
and fear above all emotions of man. 
 
Sculptural works in Rivers State has not been given adequate attention by the 
government.  The people of the area probably knew nothing about the abundant 
usefulness of sculptural pieces.  Hence, their attempt to patronize the art works has led 
them into the abuse of scarifying or worshipping those works or gods.  Lack of awareness 
in this discipline has ultimately resulted in lack of interest in choosing sculpture as a 
profession.  There is no doubt that sculptural pieces (especially the traditional sculptures) 
attest to the rich cultural heritage of a people but reverse in the case in this part of the 
country where little or no record is kept about these artifacts. 
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Awareness 
Right from the pre-historic times till date man has exploited sculpture to the brim.  The art 
of sculpture arose in the old stone age when glaciers covered most of life like 
representations of reindeer, bison, mammoth or molded their forms in clay. 
With the rise of great civilizations in ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia (400-500 BC) 
sculpture developed rapidly to serve religion and glorify God, kings, Queens, humanity 
in general e.g. Queen Nefertiti. 
 
Classic Greek and Roman sculpture throughout its history, served religion with statues of 
gods.  It adorned the Greek temples with marble groups.  It created few portraits before 
the time of Alexander the Great, because military and athletic victors where usually 
commemorated indirectly by representing the legendry exploits of mythical heroes. Greek 
carved ornament however influenced many, later decorative styles. 
Bankole (2002), stated that in primordial Africa, preceding the age of writing, art was a 
most indispensable means of expression. Through art, Africa’s glorious past given impetus 
by myth, legends and folkores is consciously persevered. 
 
Sculpture is a vibrant artistic medium of expression in visual communication. According 
to Agberia (2002), for in the spheres of Fine and Applied Art, the artists of old have 
produced classical art which reveal a great deal of the technical and artistic potentials of 
the nation state. From these conceptions, artists of the contemporary have been greatly 
inspired, drawing from these latent forms a corpus of nuances and new responses.  To this 
end, the traditions which the Nigerian experience was built can be associated with 
countless artistic forms that range from impermanent clay objects of mud sculptures to 
semi-permanent terra cotta or baked clay objects.  The objects have provided the impetus 
for transformation into new and varied ways of mass production as products of 
industry.  In the same vein, this dimension is appreciably reflected in metal objects of the 
blacksmith of old whose objects have also influenced the metallurgical industries in 
Nigeria of today. Some of these traditions are Igbo-Ukwu, Benin, Ife, Owo and Tsoede to 
mention but a few. 
 
Sculpture was unimportant during the earlier middle ages, the bills forbade worship of 
images and statues of pagan gods where destroyed by Christians converts wherever 
possible.  Christians occasionally made sculptures to illustrate the life of Christ as well as 
proclaiming his salvation. 
 
As Gothic style arose in France and spread throughout Europe (12th – 15th centuries). 
Medieval sculpture attained its peak.  Thousands of religious statues and countless reliefs 
depicted Bible stories expounded Christian teachings; and reflected in rich variety the vital 
Gothic sculpture. 
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Renaissance sculpture like other manifestations of this movements, originated in Italy 
about 1400. The main aim of its creators is to improve the rendering of native and 
recovering the ideal of beauty of ancient classical art.  Sculptors through sculpture 
participated fully in realizing the objectives of renaissance. Notable among them are 
Lovenzo Ghibeati, Donatello, Michealangelo etc. 
 
Baroque sculpture played a very important role in reflecting the consciousness of the 
people as at 17th century, the early phase of Baroque sculpture was dominated by 
Benin.  The dramatic baroque style became very popular for religious works Spain and 
Portugal. 
Sculptures of the late 18th and early 19th centuries were influenced by classical revivalist 
theories by romanticism in literature, soon broke with neoclassic abstractions. Although, 
their approach to native was subjective, they nevertheless developed spontaneous and 
realistic modes of expression.  The most important sculptural work of this period is the 
statue of liberty erected on the New York Island of Bedloe. 
 
Augustin Rodin (1840-1917) who combine roughness and solid expression in his works to 
emerge as the most important art prolific sculpture of the period.  It is most famous work 
is the statue of a powerful bronze nude “the great thinker.” 
 
The complex 20th century dominated by scientific and industrial awesome advances, 
disrupted by two world war turn by ideological pressure has produced a restless and 
uncertain art. Sculptors abandoned their former naturalistic traditions, their works became 
more steadily distorted, abstract, and emotional in a feverish succession of style Fauvism, 
cubism, Futhrism and others.  Some of the 20th century sculptors are Alexanda Archipeko, 
Pablo Picasso, Umber to Boccioni and others. 
 
Here in Nigeria many contemporary sculptors have proved their mettle in their 
discipline.  Notable among them was Professor Ben Enwonwu who executed good number 
of impressive sculptural pieces including a bronze statue of Queen Elizabeth II, Anyanwu 
of the National Museum, Oikan Lagos; the risen Christ of the Chapel of Resurrection of the 
University of Ibadan, etc. 
 
In Rivers State sculpture can be described as a foreign innovation.  Most of the sculptural 
pieces found in the area were either bought from neighbouring status or executed by 
invited guest sculptors.  It seems that Rivers people lack knowledge about the abundant 
usefulness of sculpture.  They strongly believe that the chief function of sculptural pieces 
particularly a human image is to use it as object of traditional religious worship.  This is an 
impression on quite erroneous. It is therefore difficult to estimate the extent of sculptural 
awareness in the state. 
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Sculpture and Its Importance 

Ignorance is a dangerous threat to human development.  The erroneous notion that 
sculpture is only used as object of religious worship is a fatal accident which has ever 
happened to a man.  Unfortunately, this has been the impression of a sizeable population 
of Rivers State.  Reason for this traditional belief cannot be far-fetched.   It is because the 
people of the area were not properly educated about the usefulness of sculpture. 
This field of human endeavour has existed in Nigeria before the coming of the whites.  The 
case of Benin court art is very necessary to quickly drive home this point.  The emblem of 
the second World Bank and African festival of Arts and culture (FESTAC) which took place 
in Lagos in 1977 was a 16th century Ivory mask worn as pectoral by Benin Kings on royal 
ceremonial occasions.  This sculptural piece was executed by a Benin sculptor before the 
arrival of the Portuguese Missionaries and traders in Nigeria.  The original work is now at 
British Museum.  During the festival Nigerian Government made a fruitless effort to secure 
a temporary release of the art work.   Hence, replica was produced by yet another Benin 
sculptor. I am not surprise that the people of Rivers State do not know much about the 
usefulness of sculptural works.  This is because they have not been properly educated 
about the Art piece.  No effort made by the Rivers State Government to create awareness 
in sculptural production and utilization.  There is no enough in Rivers State.  The State 
Ministry of Information and Culture probably has not carried out any study about the 
sculptural pieces in Rivers State. 
 
The issue of sculptural awareness should not be treated with levity by the 
government.  This is because misconceptions about sculptural pieces has not only 
restrained many potential sculptors but has left the Rivers State without enough practicing 
sculptors.   Hence the necessity to highlight some of the important functions of sculpture. 
Sculpture commemorates the dead heroes and past glories of a people, state and nation. 
It serves the purpose of aesthetic, hence it is used for interior and exterior decorations. 
It is used for cultural display. 
It serves as a musical instrument. 
It represent the cultural heritage of a people. 
It serves a domestic utensil. 
It serves as economic goods 
It serves as souvenir 
In course of the discussion, appropriate solutions will be provided irrespective of any 
recognized problem. 
 
Conclusion/Recommendations  
As part of the measure to curb misconceptions about sculpture. Rivers State Ministry of 
Information and Culture should endeavour to embark on a serious enlightenment 
programmes to create sculptural awareness in the state. There should be an enlightenment 
campaign through the use of local trade fair or any mobile means on the roles of sculptural 
works. 
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Visual artists (sculptors) should advance their interest in becoming professional sculptors. 
Art lovers especially the recognized traditional rulers should avail themselves of this 
opportunity to purchase the sculptural pieces for purpose of decorating their homes and 
palaces. 
 
Rivers State government should ensure a proper documentation of the sculptural pieces 

and this will attest to their rich cultural heritage to the coming generation. 
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